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SYNOPSIS: 

 

New York in the late 1980s and early ’90s was a moment waiting for a spark, an era looking for an 

identity. Then two potent subcultures found themselves on a collision course and would soon blur 

traditional cultural lines to create something new: skateboarding and hip hop were converging. The first 

was a predominantly white pastime, originally from the West Coast. The second came out of the Bronx 

and was a predominantly Black art form. But in a cultural Big Bang, they merged to create a street-

inspired youth phenomenon that birthed a new kind of style and visual language in downtown Manhattan.  

 

In the immersive and kaleidoscopic documentary ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT, director 

Jeremy Elkin captures the artistic language that bridges hip hop, skateboarding, and street culture and 

paints a portrait of ’90s New York through more than 30 original interviews with skateboarders, rappers, 

and other musicians, graffiti artists, photographers, writers, and filmmakers, using exclusive footage and 

photographs from the era to bring an extraordinary time period back to life. Containing never-before-seen 

material — including what may be the very first footage of several major hip-hop artists like Jay-Z, 

Method Man, and Busta Rhymes — ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT documents the confluence of 

two movements that would evolve into today’s now-dominant social and cultural styles.  

 

Featuring an extraordinary soundtrack and Original Music by LARGE PROFESSOR; narration 

by ELI GESNER, who was crucial to every part of that era; as well as interviews with ROSARIO 

DAWSON, RUN-D.M.C.’s DARRYL MCDANIELS, MOBY, FAB 5 FREDDY, DRES, and pro 

skateboarders including JEFFERSON PANG, MIKE HERNANDEZ and skate legend KEITH 

HUFNAGEL in his final interview before his death, ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT: THE 

CONVERGENCE OF HIP HOP AND SKATEBOARDING (1987-1997) remixes New York’s past to 

find the roots of its last great moment.  

 

ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT Directed, produced, and edited By Jeremy Elkin. Written by Jeremy 

Elkin and Dana Brown. Produced by Dana Brown. Executive Producer, David Koh. Co-Producer, Khyber 

Jones. Associate Producers, Allen Grant, Josh Stewart, Samuel Gursky, Ted Newsome. Director of 

Photography, Jeremy Elkin. Original Score by Large Professor. Archival Material, Eli Gesner, Yuki 

Watanabe, R.B. Umali. Narrated by Eli Gesner.  

 

Running time: 89 min.  



INTRODUCTION  

 

Each New York era has a creative burst distinctive to its spirit: The Gilded Age at the beginning of the 

20th century; the Algonquin Round Table’s urbane sophistication in the 1920s; the Beat Generation of the 

1950s; the Mad Men days of the early ’60s; punk rock in the late ’70s; the Soho art scene of the mid-’80s. 

But a very different, street-level energy was waiting to crash through — and its center was unexpected.  

 

From the late 1980s through the late ’90s, downtown New York was filled with a gritty creativity 

via an unlikely alliance: Skateboarders who careened across the sidewalks, and hip-hop artists who were 

making the beats that pulsated in the clubs, most notably Mars, located at 13th St. and 10th Avenue. 

These groups combined to form an unofficial powerhouse collective from all different backgrounds — 

Black, white, Latino, Puerto Rican, and Asian, from all five boroughs, and erupting from every kind of 

family and community — and they unconsciously helped New York heal from a divisive decade that saw 

racial strife, turf battles, and disillusionment.  

 

It was a youth rebellion that claimed corners of the city no one was looking at, and it was visually 

represented by graffiti on the street and artists like Keith Haring, and wrapped itself in fashion and 

accessories from Russell Simmons’ Phat Farm, Supreme, and Zoo York. It even had its own mythic, 

hourlong document: The Zoo York Mixtape. And it fostered everyone from Run-D.M.C., the Beastie 

Boys, Busta Rhymes, Method Man, and Moby to pro skateboarders Keith Hufnagel, Jefferson Pang, Mike 

Carroll, Vinny Ponte, and Mike Hernandez, among others — a movement that would, 30 years later, see 

hip hop and rap become the dominant force in music, just as skateboarding is now an Olympic sport and a 

multi-billion-dollar industry.  

 

As the revelatory, scrappy, footage-filled documentary ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT: THE 

CONVERGENCE OF HIP HOP AND SKATEBOARDING (1987-1997) shows, these people built a 

scene that has exploded into all aspects of today’s culture, and the music, fashion and style they forged 

has only gotten stronger.  

  

Through interviews with those who made it real and saw it happen, and footage shot at the instant it was 

going on, we’re back to what producer Dana Brown calls, “The last great cultural moment in New York. 

It was the coming together of these two cultures, one traditionally white, one traditionally Black — and 

these kids started becoming the same thing,” says Brown. “We’re telling a story about hip hop and 

skateboarding, but we're also telling a story about New York. It was a time so many new things were able 

to emerge organically.”  

 

“The hip hop guys wore skate gear, and skaters would put out videos skating to hip hop,” says 

director Jeremy Elkin. “Both of those worlds had respect for each other. It was a respect for a high level 

of craftsmanship — whether on the mic, producing a beat, or street skating.”  



A UNIQUE NEW YORK SCENE  

 

 

ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT shows New York City before social media and gentrification. The 

connectivity young people and burgeoning artists shared at that time and in that place — sometimes 

uncomfortably, sometimes competitively, but often cooperatively — fed into everything. On the West 

Coast, the skateboard scene shared a lineage with surfing culture (evidenced in the pages of Thrasher 

magazine) but was separate from other cultural influences. But in New York’s crowded spaces, everyone 

was hyper-aware of each other.  

 

“If you just look at where hip-hop artists, promoters and producers were chilling, on the West 

Coast they weren’t going to hop a fence and sit outside with a bunch of skaters nearby like they did in 

New York,” says Elkin. “In New York, kids were skating the ledge that was in front of Def Jam Records. 

Zoo York and [the artist] Matthew Barney’s studio were in the same building, and obviously Russell 

Simmons, Run-D.M.C., the Beasties, and all those guys were friends and were aware of the 

convergence.”  

 

The skaters, hanging out at places like Washington Square Park, and a spot called the Brooklyn 

Banks — the concrete waves that existed on the Manhattan side of the Brooklyn Bridge, where 

sometimes up to 200 kids would throw skating contests — were children of the rough and tumble New 

York of the ‘70s and ‘80s, like Eli Gesner, who grew up in Manhattan and was a skate kid and School of 

Visual Arts student before he became a club promoter (giving Moby his first DJ gig), graphic designer, 

and creative director at Phat Farm and Zoo York (the latter he co-founded).  

 

Among the interviews in ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT, Gesner’s memories provide a 

through line. “The majority of people involved in that scene all grew up in the city — so that gave us a 

different sensibility already, just growing up in New York, and there was a certain sort of wonder about 

growing up in the city at that time,” says Gesner. “I really wanted to be a graffiti writer, but I was just this 

little short kid, so I couldn’t do that! But the graffiti guys all skateboarded, so I did too. And people on the 

street would stop and watch us skate past them because it was so exotic. My best friend and right-hand 

man growing up was Damany Beasley, who was so impassioned about skateboarding. Beasley and I 

would be the skateboarders at Irving Plaza during the shows, on a ramp on stage. Like Go-Go dancers 

would have been at one time, but we were boarders. And that’s how we heard so much hip hop.”  

 

Says Brown, “These kids basically invented street skating because it's all they had — the city was 

their skate park. Someone told us in an interview, ‘We’d just get up in the morning and get together with 

our friends and their boards and go around and find a railing and say, Okay, I'll go over this thing.’ Or 

they would find a construction site and put a piece of plywood against a wall. At the same time that was 

happening, hip hop was coming into its own. So, it made sense for them to feed off each other. They were 

both a kind of marginalized, outlaw culture. They were the ultimate outsiders in the city. And that’s really 

powerful. I think that bound those two cultures together after a very racially divisive decade — one 

traditionally white, and one traditionally Black. It was a new era, and a new decade.”  



For the producers and DJs in the hip hop scene, this era was a turning point. As the music 

developed and the hip hop scene got its own nights at the clubs, the DJs became stars, with artists like 

Stretch Armstrong, Clark Kent, and Moby turning hip hop nights into events. As Armstrong created The 

Stretch Armstrong and Bobbito Show for radio with Robert “Bobbito” Garcia — broadcast in New York 

on WKCR and later Hot 97 — the influence of DJs and the popularity of hip hop increased.  

 

Meanwhile, on the street, the aesthetic of graffiti artists — turning what had been considered an 

urban blight into art — was becoming the raw visual branding of the skateboarding scene. Artists were 

moving from street art to galleries, and everybody was colliding together.  

 

“These kids just started hanging out together and created their own little sort of family and crew,” 

says Brown. “Harold Hunter, who was in Larry Clark’s 1995 film Kids and was an important figure in the 

scene, was a young Black kid who grew up in the projects on Avenue C, and there was an East Village 

skate shop that he wandered into one day. Mike Hernandez from the Bronx shows up one day. So, 

breaking a divide, these Black and Latino kids start skateboarding. Then the Brooklyn Banks became sort 

of the Big Bang for the scene.”  

 

In ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT, actress Rosario Dawson says of Hunter, “No one had 

seen the level and energy Harold brought to skating. He knew how great he was, and at the same time he 

thought he might never see any of it.”  

 

Also instrumental to bringing these worlds together was Mars, which cruised into the club scene 

on New Year’s Eve 1989. Its founder, Yuki Watanabe, came to New York from Tokyo in 1978 and 

became a mainstay of New York nightlife dating back to his days managing Studio 54. After that, 

Watanabe went on to other ventures — including Underground, Mudd Club, and one of the iterations of 

Danceteria — and started the multi-floor Mars in the streets of the Meatpacking District with business 

partner Rudolf Pieper. Trip was the name of the weekly hip hop party at Mars.  

 

“The ’80s were about rock and pop-oriented nightclubs, but in the middle and end of the ’80s, we 

rented an East Village space and hired a DJ and had a weekly party there that featured hip hop,” says 

Watanabe. “Pretty quickly, hip hop became the main thing for us, and skateboarders and the hip hop 

crowd came to that. You might think at that time that the mixing of those crowds might not be safe, but 

the timing was right, with David Dinkins elected as Mayor in 1989, and the city changing. Those groups 

energized each other, and they were really safe, nice kids, a beautiful mix of people.  

 

“The hip-hop crowd and the skateboarders had a similar energy,” adds Watanabe. “There was a 

similar enthusiasm as the punk scene from 10 years earlier. The excitement and embracing of a lifestyle 

were there just as much. Until Mars, the club scene was really run by promoters. I didn’t want to make 

Mars promoter-oriented; that’s why we made different floors for different DJs and different music. Each 

DJ had a different style, of course, and a different talent. And with each theme of the night, there would 

be a different house DJ.”  

 

The DJs became stars in their own right, as ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT shows.  



“Yuki had been in the game for so long, and he encouraged the DJs to keep building new sounds 

and pushing what was possible,” says Elkin. “People were working together. DJ Clark Kent introduced 

Biggie to Jay-Z. Yuki had great taste and a great sound system and multiple floors with different genres 

on each floor. He gave so many DJs a chance, guys like Funkmaster Flex, Black Sheep, Moby, and 

others. Yuki had high standards. He ended up helping a generation of DJs.”  

 

“I wanted to do a salon like at Studio 54, but with DJs,” says Watanabe. “It would be sort of 

grimy and gritty, and with more recognizable DJs, so that different kids of people could merge. Everyone 

brought their friends — it happened so naturally.”  

 

Mars closed in 1992 (due to Watanabe’s concerns over the Meatpacking District becoming too 

dangerous, he says), but the scene was about to develop a tag of its own: Zoo York, founded in 1993, 

made skating accessories and clothing, and needed a recognizable brand. In creating Zoo York’s logo — 

which was seemingly at every corner and on every street sign in the ’90s — Gesner put elements of the 

city into a melting pot to convey the company’s focus.  

 

“The look and the feel and the melding of the graffiti and the skating and the hip hop — when 

Zoo York mixed all of that together it was a huge moment,” explains Brown.  

 

Gesner’s design was instantly iconic, melding the subterranean with the subconscious, blending 

motifs that thrummed throughout the urban landscape.  

 

“Besides the graffiti element I used in the logo, there was also a ‘New York city color palette,’ a 

skyline, decrepit streets, bits of signate and lots of familiar font usage in it, all rolled together,” says 

Gesner. “There’s the font used for the subway, and a font called Bank Gothic, which is the art deco font 

that’s used in the Chrysler building and the Empire State Building. Using it in ads, I wanted to make 

something that looks like it's been dragged out of the gutter, like you can see the staples in it intentionally. 

It was all definitely in the spirit of street graffiti.”  

 

Says Elkin, “Zoo York was the connective tissue for a lot of people in the scene, pre-Supreme. It 

inspired a lot of people, and it provided a way to label it. Even if the logo was just seen on a sticker, it 

was crucial to have at that time. It was like a permanent mark — simple but direct. It had the history of 

graffiti and the city’s grittiness embedded in it.”  

 

Fashion also played a role in the scene. When Supreme, founded by James Jebbia, opened on 

Lafayette Street in 1994, it gave the scene its own version of a flagship store — with skaters serving as 

advisors and a design that would make it easy for skaters to cruise around the apparel racks and 

accessories. And then skaters used as their attire the clothing they saw in hip hop, including Russell 

Simmons’ Phat Farm clothing line Phat Fashions, established in 1992. Another location was Triple Five 

Soul on the Lower East Side.  

 

“Skaters were looking for things that were comfortable and waterproof, and which also was made 

oversized,” adds Elkin. “That’s where Phat Farm and Triple Five Soul came in. Russell Simmons and the  



owners said, ‘Whatever Polo is doing, we’ll do the same, but it’ll be 4XL.’ So, a large shirt at Supreme 

would have been an XL anywhere else. They’re made for the street.  

 

“The fact is, skaters were wearing shoes that really weren’t made for skating,” Elkin adds. “In 

California, it was about how technically good the shoes are. In New York, it was, How do you look 

chilling on the block?”  

 

Says Brown, “Skaters would get up in the morning and get dressed and put their backpacks on 

and just be out on the streets all day, making their way around the city. And hip-hop kids did the same 

thing. They both wanted to have style and set themselves apart. Whether it was music and rapping or 

skating, what mattered was the way you presented yourself.  

 

“Supreme wasn’t just about skateboards, or about streetwear — it was about family and lifestyle,” 

adds Brown. “And that's what everyone is doing today, trying to create lifestyle brands. That’s what 

companies, from a marketing standpoint, learned from Supreme. It’s sort of holistic in a way.”  

 

 

A TREASURE TROVE OF SOUND, FOOTAGE, AND INTERVIEWS  

 

 

The tapestry of sounds and images in ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT transports viewers to the era it 

documents, right down to the granular level. The music, naturally, was the starting point for Elkin, which 

came together when rapper and producer Large Professor came on to handle the score and provide a 

unique take on famous beats.  

 

“We got so lucky that LP was available and interested in the project, plus he knew a lot of the 

guys on both the skating and hip-hop sides,” says Elkin. “Working with him was amazing — he’s a hip-

hop legend. He really elevated the soundscape of the movie.  

 

“Large Pro remastered decades of unreleased beats and would subtract things, clean them up and 

figure out the best ways to use the tracks. It’ll be a familiar soundtrack to people who are into hip hop, but 

it will also be completely new. DJ Boogie Blind of The X-Ecutioners came down to do some scratches as 

well.”  

 

The interstitial sounds in the film were important as well. Elkin went deep to bring viewers to the 

New York streets, recording new sounds specifically from the areas represented in the film. If the location 

being talked about is Lafayette Street below Astor Place, for instance, or the Brooklyn Banks, Elkin 

recorded sounds from those exact spots to layer into the film.  

 

“A huge part of this movie is the sound,” says Elkin. “Every sound in the movie is specific to 

each place, So the sound of the machinery from a meatpacker was recorded next to where Mars used to be 

on 13th. We recorded the wind in Washington Square Park for the skating scenes that took place there in 

the archival. The sound is la character in the movie.”  



“Jeremy spent so much time on the sound, making sure we hear the sounds of the city. He wanted 

it to feel like you were walking down a New York street,” says Brown. “You can really hear the 

difference between a bus going by and a car going by. You can hear taxi doors closing. To bring the film 

to life, it had to sound like New York, and it had to be immersive. We want you to feel like you were 

here.”  

 

Much of the archival video footage seen in ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT was filmed by 

Yuki Watanabe from the late ‘80s through the ‘90s, and the time-capsule element of the footage is 

memorable as well.  

 

“While I was shooting Eli Gesner’s main interview, Yuki’s name came up of course,” says Elkin. 

“Later, Eli said, ‘You should see if Yuki has any of his tapes.’ I thought Yuki might be in Japan or 

Europe; Eli hadn’t spoken to him in years. It turned out Yuki lives in the same Tribeca apartment he’s 

been in since the Mars years. No one could describe Mars the way he could.”  

 

Later, Watanabe went down into his basement storage unit and showed Elkin boxes of Hi-8 

digital video camcorder tapes that Watanabe or an assistant made of DJs, the skating scene, and hip hop 

artists. The tapes were made to be part of a Japanese television program and other projects he was 

planning.  

 

“When I started Mars, I contacted a Japanese radio station and said I wanted to tape the DJs who 

were spinning on a weekly basis at Mars,” explains Watanabe. “So, to have a video record of them, I took 

my Sony camera and made videos. I also was in contact with a Japanese cable station who wanted tapes 

of the DJs mixing. It had originally been doing cross promotional videos for the Japanese market — it 

wound up as two seasons on Japanese TV, half-hour shows featuring New York DJs. I had taped at 

Underground with a DV camcorder, and at Palladium too, to doing it at Mars was a continuation of that 

idea. After Mars closed, I put it all in storage.”  

 

“Today, people are so used to having a camera with them and taping everything, but back then 

they didn’t,” says Brown. “Jay-Z didn’t know Yuki had a camera on him that night at Mars, and that’s 

what made it so organic. It was the real deal, it wasn’t contrived. That’s really important to remember.”  

 

“Really, the majority of the first half of the movie is from footage Yuki shot 25 and 30 years 

ago,” says Elkin. “Eli shot a lot of footage we use also, but there’d be no front-half of the movie if not for 

Yuki.”  

 

Says Brown, “When we were looking through Yuki’s videos, we were stunned — there’s Jay-Z, 

maybe still a teenager, before anyone knew who he was, rapping on stage at Mars! All these guys were 

coming through that club. It really was ground zero for this scene, a coming together of up-and-coming 

talent.”  

 

Rounding out ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT is its footage from Zoo York’s Mixtape, the 

storied videotape Gesner and R. B. Umali, a film student and friend of several skaters, began making in 

1991 and finally completed in 1997, when they made about 500 copies to give to their friends in the  



skating scene. A vital document of that period, the hour-long homemade video had freestyle footage of 

Busta Rhymes, Method Man, Fat Joe, and Ghostface Killah, as well as skate legends Harold Hunter, Jeff 

Pang, Danny Supa, Robbie Gangemi, and Peter Bici. It contained skating styles that hadn’t been captured 

on film. Gesner combined the footage with video he’d shot at The Stretch Armstrong and Bobbito Show.  

 

Mixtape premiered at the then-three-year-old New York Underground Film Festival in 1997 and 

was later available in skate shops across the United States. It was originally Elkin’s focus for a project 

that predates ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT: “Eli was so smart to save those tapes from The Stretch 

Armstrong and Bobbito Show, but he also thought about going to go film the scene — he had the 

foresight and understood the importance of those moments.”  

 

“I had all those Stretch and Bobbito tapes, and I thought, They’re never going to see the light of 

day, so let’s just put them in this skate scene and it’ll be cool for skateboarders,” says Gesner. “But 

because of that video, we started getting serious attention. We ran out of videotapes! We went right 

through our first run. And lo and behold, Mixtape ends up becoming the sort of Holy Grail of 

skateboarding, and kind of changes the game.”  

 

As ALL THE STREETS ARE SILENT illustrates in an extraordinary end sequence, so many of 

the people and art forms that began at that time have gone on to loom large over music, sports, and 

culture. “This was the moment where that all started coming together,” says Brown. “It's amazing how all 

of that stuff coalesced. I think if you were part of it in any way, it was not only exciting at the time, but it 

would be a huge influence on you for the rest of your life.”  

 

 

# # # 


